**DESSERT**

**I AM LOVELY**
SUMMER FRUIT CRISP 13.25
seasonal fruit, oatmeal crumble topping
A LA MODE +4

**I AM VIVACIOUS**
STRAWBERRY MERINGUE PIE 12.75
cashew, brazil nut, coconut crust, cashew whipped cream

**I AM BLISS**
MOCHA ESPRESSO CHEESECAKE 12.5
cashew, cold brew & cacao cheesecake, pecan-date-cacao crust, chocolate drizzle

**I AM AWAKENING**
KEY LIME PIE 12.5
lime avocado & coconut custard, pecan-date crust, cashew whipped cream

**I AM OPULENT**
WARM WALNUT CHOCOLATE CHUNK COOKIE & ICE CREAM 13
with miso salted caramel & your choice of housemade ice cream: vanilla, pistachio, or strawberry

**I AM ADORING**
GRATITUDE RAW TIRAMISU 12.5
chocolate mousse, almond date cake, espresso, cashew whipped cream, raw cacao powder

**I AM JOYFUL**
HOUSEMADE ICE CREAM 5.5 / 8.5
pistachio, strawberry or vanilla

**I AM DIVINE**
STRAWBERRY SHORTCAKE 13
cashew whipped cream

**I AM UNIQUE**
CHOCO-FLAN 13
½ espresso cashew flan, ½ chocolate olive oil cake

**I AM VIVID**
AÇAI SUPERFOOD BOWL 17.75
crispy quinoa cashew granola, coconut, banana, mixed berries, ginger syrup, & your choice of 2 toppings:
- INCAN BERRIES, ALMOND BUTTER, RAW HONEY, CACAO NIBS, HEMPSEEDS, GOJI BERRIES, COCONUT YOGURT

**[ BAKERY ]**

**I AM BRIGHT**
LEMON BLUEBERRY COFFEE CAKE 6.75

**I AM GENTLE**
BANANA BREAD 6.75

**I AM SERENE**
CINNAMON ROLL 6.75

**I AM AFFECTIONATE**
WALNUT CHOCOLATE CHUNK COOKIE 5.75

**I AM WHOLESALE**
TUSCAN APPLE CAKE 7.25

**I AM KIND**
CRISPY QUINOA BAR 5.75

**[ HOUSEMADE CHOCOLATES ]**

**I AM MIGHTY**
SUPERFOOD ENERGY NUT & SEED BAR 7.5
cacao nibs, goji berries, coconut flakes

**I AM SINCERE**
WHITE CHOCOLATE PISTACHIO CARDAMOM TRUFFLE 4.5

**I AM JOY**
GRATITUDE’S ALMOND JOY 4.5
raw dark chocolate, coconut, almond

**I AM DELIGHTED**
ALMOND BUTTER SQUARE 4.5
raw dark chocolate & himalayan salt

---

**PLEASE NOTIFY OUR TEAM OF ANY FOOD ALLERGIES | FULL INGREDIENT LIST AT LOVESR.COM/BOK**
[ TONICS & TEAS ]

MILKS: HOUSEMADE ALMOND | OAT | HOUSEMADE HEMPSEED

I AM COSMIC
ANTIOXIDANT SPIRULINA LATTÉ 7.25
hemp seed milk, blue spirulina, reishi, chaga, raw honey

I AM VIBRANT
MATCHA LATTÉ 6.75
ceremonial grade matcha, raw honey

I AM GOLDEN
TURMERIC LATTÉ 6.75
raw honey, black pepper

I AM COZY
IMMUNE-BOOSTING TEA 6.5
lemon, ginger, raw honey, cayenne

I AM CHARMED
CHAI LATTÉ 6.75 MAKE IT DIRTY +3.5

I AM CALM
HOT TEA 4.5
earl grey, chamomile medley, peppermint, jasmine

[ COFFEE ]

MILKS: HOUSEMADE ALMOND | OAT | HOUSEMADE HEMPSEED

ELEVATED  ESPRESSO SUNRISE 8.75  fresh orange juice, espresso

COURAGEOUS  freshly brewed coffee

AWAKE  espresso

CAREFREE  cappuccino

LIGHT  café latté

CURIOUS  macchiato

PRESENT  flat white

MARVELOUS  mocha with cacao and raw honey

GRATIFICATION LOYALTY PROGRAM
Café Gratitude Loyalty members receive 50% off any entrée upon registering, earn $5 for every 200 points, gain access to exclusive discounts on seasonal specials, and more.
SCAN TO SIGN UP AND START EARNING TODAY!

WHAT ARE YOU GRATEFUL FOR?
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